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IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT REPORT
DCCW FALL BOARD MEETING
September 17, 2022

It is unbelievable that our Summer is moving into Fall, and we are beginning our new council year. The
rain in our area has been a welcome blessing after the almost unbearable heat wave we were
experiencing. Time marches on and changes happen daily, just like the leaves and the weather.
I am excited to be writing this report as your IPP- “Immediate Past President”! It is definitely a change in
responsibilities to prepare for a meeting. I miss being your DCCW President, but Barb Kerouac is perfect
for the position--she is doing just as awesome as we knew she would!
I do not have much to report yet as past president, but I can say that I am sorry that I am not at the
meeting in person in Cedar City with Southwest Deanery as host. Two family obligations came up that
were not expected, but I hope to join in and listen to the meeting on ZOOM while I am waiting at the
airport. After looking at the proposed agenda it seems we have a couple of important decisions to
discuss and vote on. I hope I am able to participate in the discussions and the voting.
I can report that Eastern Deanery women are working on a short skit to be performed at the NCCW
Convention in November in Minneapolis. This will be an invitation for the membership of NCCW to
come to Utah in August of 2023 for the next NCCW Convention. We have a couple of ideas brewing but
nothing has been finalized yet. Those attending the convention in November will be the aspiring
performers in the skit. Get ready ladies! It will be fun!
Throughout the 2 years as IPP, I will be available for women to ask about serving on the DCCW Board
and sharing any interest in the offices to be filled in 2024. It is never too early to show an interest in
Council and asking questions about any position you may be interested in filling.
Thank you everything you do in Council and I hope to see you all in person in November!

Becky Colombo
DCCW Immediate Past President

